November December 1940
Reinforcements
C/wealth

Glasgow
Halifax
Quebec
Calcutta
Perth

2xCA
ASW
MOT
MOT
CP
CP

“Mauritius”, “Kenya”
(to const pool)
1 Canadian (7-4)
4 Indian (5-4)

USSR

Vitebsk
Kiev
Moscow

AT
45mm (2-3)
MOT (h)5 (6-5)
ARM 2 (7-6)
Pilot

USA

Washington
Boston
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

CL
LND3
ASW
MOT
2xBB

“Atlanta”
A-22 “Maryland”

Pilot

XXXVIII (6-4)
“South Dakota”, “Massachussetts”
(both to const pool)
(NAV3 A-29 “Hudson” from reserve to New York)
105mm
17 (3-2)
1 (5-3)
1 (5-3)
(FTR2 P-36A “Mohawk” from reserve to ChungKing)

China

Cheng-Tu
ChungKing
Kunming
Lan Chow

ART
INF
INF
INF
Pilot

Italy

La Spezia

BB
“Roma”
CL
“Tibero” (to const pool)
Synthetic Oil plant

Milan
Japan

Kyoto
Tokyo

Germany

Essen
Hamburg
Stettin
Vienna
SE of Berlin

MECH 3rd Div (1-5)
CVP0 D1A2
CP
MECH 2nd Div (2-6)
INF
XXVI (6-3)
2xCX “Atlantis”, “Widder”
NAV3 FW300C “Condor”
2xPilot
Synthetic Oil plant

Lending Resources
There is little change in international trading – China continues to receive oil from Burma and
German freight trains deliver raw materials and oil to Italy.

Initiative

Allies dr = 8

Impulse 1(Allies)

Protect the convoys!

Weather dr = 6 (+2)

Sn, Sn, R, F, R, F (2)*

Axis dr = 1

Allies decide to take the initiative

Russian units manoeuvre on the Persian border.
Chinese units move towards ChungKing, but most wait for the weather to improve.
Regardless of the effect on
fuel stocks, the Royal Navy
sends its best units on
convoy protection duty.
Most significantly, carriers
are sent to the most
critical areas, as it is
realised that with antisubmarine equipment still
in a rudimentary state, the
only way to deter the Uboats and Italian
submarines is to deploy air
cover. The “Ark Royal”
covers the seas off Cape St
Merchantmen sail a little easier knowing that the guns of an escort
Vincent, the “Formidable”
ship give them protection from surface raiders and submarines
moves to the Bay of Biscay,
“Courageous” braves the heavy seas of the North Atlantic and the “Furious” heads to the Faeroes.
Needless to say, all these capital ships are escorted by light cruisers with their attendant destroyer
squadrons.
To assist, US anti-submarine warfare vessels commence patrol off the coast of the USA.
Although the Admiralty appears to be concentrating on defence, offence is not forgotten. Every
surface ship that can reasonably be spared in the Mediterranean heads east as Force H attempts to
force a battle against a small number of Italian cruisers off the coast of Egypt. Unfortunately, rain
squalls in the area mean that the spotters cannot find any targets.
British submarines have more luck – in the Western Mediterranean all Italian convoys are sunk,
while in the East they are forced to run to a safe anchorage.
The “Queens” make a lightning dash from Gibraltar to Malta and load the Royal Engineers who have
been stranded there. Without refuelling, the two speedy liners turned troopships head back to
Gibraltar.
The ships damaged in the battles of the last few months leave Port Said for repair facilities in India
and Australia. The carrier “Glorious”, escorted by the light cruiser “Carlisle” is bound for the dry
dock in Bombay, while the “Norfolk”, “Sheffield” and “Devonshire” travel together across the Indian

Ocean to Melbourne. Wary of the raider threat, they believe that although damaged, their
combined strength will be enough to deter the German armed merchantmen.

Impulse 3 (Axis)

Sea lanes under attack

German raiders spread across the Atlantic coastal areas. The “Widder” and”Orion” make for the Bay
of Biscay, as do some U-boats and long range Bf 110C fighters. The “Atlantis” starts sweeping the
area off Cape Verde, the “Stier” searches near Cape St Vincent, and more U-boats are seen in the
Faeroes.
Despite all this action, the only German success is achieved by the “Kormoran” near the Cape. Some
tankers are sunk and about a hundred ships flee the area. Subsequently HMS “Manchester” has a
brief clash with the “Kormoran” but there is no result.
The Kriegsmarine tries to ambush the small British blockade force in the North Sea, but is
unsuccessful in locating its prey, even though it is assisted by the presence of He 115C seaplanes and
several hundred fighters.
The Italian submarine force is more efficient than the Unterseebooten Kapitans, sinking tankers off
Cape St Vincent and Cape Verde and practically clearing the sea of British shipping. Swordfish
bombers operating off the “Ark Royal” manage to damage some submarines which return to La
Spezia.
Keen to avenge the stalemate of Operation “Nuova Alba”, the Italian fleet again heads to the Eastern
Mediterranean to take on Force H.
In Asia, the only movement is of a few Japanese units manoeuvring for better position to launch a
renewed assault should the weather change

Impulse 5 (Allies)

Sea skirmishes

Weather = 6 (+1)

Sn, Sn, R, F, R, F (2)*

With the majority of cruisers engaged in convoy patrols, the Home Fleet sends its battleships to
bolster the North Sea detachment. Both fleets are soon detected, and although there are planes
present on both sides, British surprise means that the ships engage in a surface battle. Once again
modern ship design means that no ships are sunk on either side, despite the ferocity of the
encounter. The Germans see the light cruiser “Liepzig” survive a critical hit, the cruisers “Graf Spee”
and “Admiral Hipper” badly damaged and the light cruiser “Karlsruhe” head for port. The Royal Navy
is even luckier – 2 ships manage to stay afloat after taking massive damage (the battleships “Nelson”
and “Resolution”). In addition, the light cruiser “Caradoc” will need serious repair work. Both sides
break off contact and are unable to locate each other again.
In the Bay of Biscay, there is a cat and mouse engagement in the air between the Me 110C fighters
and the only squadrons of Battles equipped with special sub-hunting gear. After three fruitless
dogfights during which the German fighters evade “Swordfish” from the “Formidable”, the Battles
are finally shot down with no pilots surviving in the bitter seas. To cap the Royal Navy’s frustration,
the surface vessels are unable to locate the commerce raiders.

On a brighter note, the “Atlantis” is sunk by the “Birmingham” off Cape Verde. This is the second
raider kill by the Royal Navy cruiser, as it sank the “Michel” in the spring in the first naval battle of
the war. Obviously the combination of her 36 knot speed and 12x6inch guns makes her a perfect foil
for the German raiders.
The Dutch Navy also has some success – the “Heemskerk” damages the “Stier” off Cape St Vincent.
The raiders also have success, however, as HMS Liverpool cannot locate the “Hansa” in the Gulf of
Guinea and is later informed that the armed merchantman has sunk dozens of cargo ships and
forced many others to port. HMS Orion, escorting convoys in the area, is lucky to avoid severe
damage as a direct hit is deflected from vital areas – she leaves the area seeking repair facilities.
Once again the Italians elude Force H in the Eastern Mediterranean. Admiral Cunningham, who has
taken command of what is now the premier Mediterranean fleet, is not amused at the lack of action.
As an indicator of how desperate the Royal Navy is getting for escorts and patrol ships, the “Hobart”
and “Leander” steam out of Auckland harbour heading for Cape Town. The multiple threats from
submarines, surface raiders and the German and Italian main fleets are too much for even the Royal
Navy to handle simultaneously. The ships on the slipways of Belfast, Glasgow and other
construction yards are desperately needed right now!
Little else is reported as winter deepens in the Northern Hemisphere. German units continue to
concentrate near Yugoslavia’s northern borders. Squadrons of I-16s again move to Kunming, and
the cruiser “Augusta” is the latest addition to the US fleet growing at Pearl Harbour.

Tension is rising in Belgrade (and the rest of the world) as German troops and
aircraft mass on the Yugoslav border – does Hitler plan another unprovoked attack?
Impulse 7 (Axis)

Alexandria holds

With the IJA temporarily immobilised by the weather (and perhaps memories of the heavy casualty
list of the past six months), the Japanese air force recommences the strategic bombing of
ChungKing. But conditions have changed. Instead of clear skies, the Japanese “Nates” and “Vals”

find their way blocked by squadrons of P-36 “Mohawks”. The delay is temporary – the experienced
Ki-27 pilots easily shoot down the newly graduated Chinese, although the Chinese pilots survive –
perhaps to provide a tougher challenge in the future. More of a problem is the massed 40mm flak
around the city which drives off the D2A2 Vals before they can unload their payload on the factories.
In the Middle East, Graziani attacks Alexandria. Ca135 “Cicognas” demoralise an Australian militia
unit, although Wavell’s own HQ unit stands firm. Bombers from HMS Hermes do not attempt to
interfere in the battle as it is known that several hundred Macchi C.200 fighters are present. Even
with sand filters slowing down their performance, the Saettas far outclass the outdated (and out of
production) Baffins. Graziani’s own HQ unit takes part in the attack, with Balbo assisting, although
the attack is led by the “Roma” and “Celere” motorised corps supported by a 47mm anti-tank unit.
The attack is beaten off, even though several Italian battleships sail close inshore to provide shore
bombardment. The “Celere” motor division is wiped out, and Graziani recommends that the unit
not be reformed – it has not performed well. But the defenders have also suffered: the Sydney
militia unit is no more, and Wavell’s armour HQ group takes heavy losses from fighting in a city. (1BP
doubled for armour in a city).

British problems persist at sea.
Although losses are minimal, the
continuous attacks are leaving
vast areas of ocean impassable to
merchant shipping. Off Cape
Verde, the “Effingham” and
“Cumberland” escort their
convoys to port after concerted
attacks by scores of Italian
submarines. They are unaware
the submarines have also been
forced to return home.
In the Bay of Biscay some cargo
ships and tankers are sunk by Uboats but the convoys stay at sea.

With light snow clouds above, an escort in the Bay of Biscay
fires a depth charge as another convoy comes under attack

The Germans are less fortunate in
the Faeroes where the
submarines are surprised and hit
hard by “Swordfish” flying in the
snow off the carrier “Furious”.
Some U-boats are damaged and
the whole wolf pack heads home
to Brest.

Admiral Raeder is heard to curse as the Kriegsmarine again fails to locate the Home Fleet in the
North Sea, particularly as intelligence indicates complete surprise could have been obtained (I rolled
a “10” on my surprise dr).
There is further bad language from the Reich Chancellery in Berlin when it is realised that brand new
squadrons of Focke-Wulf FW200C “Condor” long range bombers are still sitting on the tarmac
outside the production facility in Vienna. These could have been valuable in the search for convoys

over the past few weeks. Reichsmarschall Goering himself orders that the planes are to rebase
immediately to Brest and head out to sea as soon as they land and refuel.
Turns ends on a 1, 7 rolled

Impulse 9 (Allies)

Second Battle of the Eastern Mediterranean

Weather dr = 3 (+1)

R, R, F, F, F, F (2)

Once again the weather thwarts any chance of a decisive battle in the North Sea, but clear skies over
the Mediterranean leads to a small clash near Egypt. Only two cruisers suffer damage, the Italian
“Zara” and the Royal Navy’s “Belfast”. The Italians are relieved – with their best battleships still
close inshore after providing Graziani with shore bombardment, they felt very vulnerable (we are
using the modified SB rule that requires all ships providing SB to flip and drop to the “0” box at the
end of the phase). They break off action and head back to base.
Attempts are made to repair the convoy lanes but the Merchant Marine has been stretched too far.
Too many ships have been sunk or are in harbour refuelling. There are massive gaps in the sea
lanes. Not only will production be low in England’s factories, but Christmas dinner will be very frugal
in most homes in the United Kingdom as desperately needed food supplies from India and South
Africa will not arrive. Fortunately for the War Office, the vital oil tankers from Venezuela, British
Guyana and Canada are still reaching ports in the United Kingdom.

The situation in Egypt after the attack on Alexandria and Wavell’s reorganisation of the front
Wavell evacuates Alexandria – he has learnt the hard way that armour should not fight in the
cramped streets of a big city. His HQ unit is replaced by two infantry corps, one Indian and one
South African.
Turn ends on 3, 5 rolled

Impulse 11 (Axis)

“Formidable” lost

Declarations of War

Japan - v - Free France
US Entry = 28 dr = 6 so 3 chits to Japanese pool
Japan aligns Siam
US Entry = 3
dr = 2 so 1 chit to Japanese pool

As is now becoming almost automatic, the circling fleets in the North Sea continue to miss each
other.
Even though the
British supply chain
has been severely
damaged, there is no
let up in pressure by
the German raiders,
U-boat and bombers.
However, despite the
ability of the newly
arrived “Condors” to
range out 3,500km,
neither they nor the
surface raiders can
locate a target. This
failure is more than
made up for by the
success of the
Unterseesbooten.

Anxious to obey the Reichmarschall’s orders, ground crew at Brest prepare a
“Condor” for a long range sea patrol. The new bombers pose a twin threat to
the British – they are a potent weapon themselves, but they can also lead the
U-boat packs to their targets. Their presence in the Bay of Biscay no doubt
led the submarines to the convoy protected by the ill-fated “Formidable”

The Battle of the Atlantic claims its biggest victim – the aircraft
carrier “Formidable” burns to the water line

In the Bay of Biscay, a small group
of submarines surface in the rain
in the middle of a heavily
protected convoy and cannot
believe their luck. Dead in front is
the pride of the Royal Navy’s
carrier fleet, HMS “Formidable”,
commissioned in Plymouth only a
few months ago. Her “Swordfish”
aircraft are lined up on deck,
unaware of the threat only a few
thousand metres away. The first
torpedoes catch her just below the
water line and soon she is burning
out of control. In the confusion,
the U-boats manage to acquire
more targets, damaging the Dutch
cruiser “Java” and sinking many

cargo ships before the accumulating damage from depth charges requires them to leave for Brest for
repairs and congratulations from Admiral Doenitz himself.

The Italians surprise the
Royal Navy by attempting
to slip frogmen into
Gibraltar harbour, where
the “Queens” and other
troopships are current
berthed. Luckily they are
detected before any
damage is done, but it is a
reminder that no place is
really secure, not even a
major port. Italy quietly
shelves the frogman
project - at least until
developments in
equipment make success a
bit more likely.
Ships patrol off Gibraltar after Italian frogmen are detected
Not satisfied with crippling Commonwealth production by preventing resources from reaching the
British Isles, several squadrons of He 111H bombers are picked up heading for Birmingham. The
bombers have left NW France and looped over Wales to avoid the fighter bases in southern England.
Fortunately for British war production, the 3.7in flak guns set up in Birmingham at the beginning of
the war are enough to drive off the bombers.
The USA is alarmed as Siam announces that it has decided to enter into a full military alliance with
Japan. While Congress is still considering this development, further bad news is received.

In a move that shocks the world, and
the USA in particular, Japan declares
war on the Free French and attacks
Hanoi in French Indo China. The
territorial unit charged with holding
the city has no chance – the Japanese
do not even waste time on a
preliminary bombardment – the first
the colonial troops know of the
outbreak of war is waves of bombers
hitting their positions at the same time
as an overwhelming ground attack.
There are no survivors, and the
Japanese take no losses.

Japanese soldiers march through a Hanoi
street on their way to the city centre –
resistance to the invasion of Indo-china
has been minimal and is not expected to
increase

The Allies view the twin developments with concern. Japan will soon have a border with Malaya and
ports within easy range of the Indian Ocean. At a time when the Commonwealth is under attack in
the Middle East and is struggling to protect its shipping in the Atlantic, this will be difficult to
counter.

Turn ends on a 5, 10 rolled

Impulse 13 (Allies)

North Sea farce

Weather dr = 1

F, F, F, F, F, F (1)

Finally the German aircraft in the North Sea manage to locate the British, but the result is less than
impressive. The “Nimrods” launched by the “Argus” and “Illustrious” are easily handled by the
Messerschmitt 110C escorts and the He 115C bombers have a clear run at the Home Fleet.
Unfortunately, the planning of the operation failed to take into account the massive anti-air cover of
the Home Fleet. The seaplanes are driven off well before they can drop their SD 200 and SC 500
bombs.
With tension rising in the Far East, Dutch territorials leave the capital, Batavia, and begin to march to
Palembang. There are rumours of unrest among the population.
The heavy cruiser USS “Northampton” leaves
San Francisco for Honolulu. She has just been
fitted with the new RCA CAXM Radar system
and it is hoped she will assist the forward fleet
to locate and track any enemy ships. Japanese
activity is leading to high levels of anxiety in the
US Navy High Command and reinforcing Pearl
Harbour is being given priority.
CA-26, the “Northampton”, heads for Hawaii

Turn ends on a 7, 1 rolled

Allies went first and last so initiative to Axis – now +1 Axis.

Partisans
Partisan dr = 10

France Garrison = 11
NEI
Garrison = 2

Partisan no = 15/2
Partisan no = 5

Automatic failure
dr = 2
1 Partisan

The resistance movement in France attempts to create some partisan groups but the population is
too shocked by the recent collapse of the military to take up arms at the moment.

In the Netherlands East Indies, the rumours that led to the movement of troops to Palembang are
shown to be correct. Perhaps Japanese propaganda about the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity
Sphere has taken hold in the local population. In any event, the oil fields at Tarakan are seized by
partisans. While the production is not currently being shipped to the UK, it is still a valuable
commodity. However, given the current situation, it is unlikely anything can be done about this for
the moment.

US Entry

Chit to Japanese pool

The slow build up of concern and tension has finally forced Congress to authorise the setting up of a
National Defence Resources Board. This has the effect of doubling US war production (although
there are still massive inefficiencies in the system). Strangely, none of the Axis powers react to this
announcement (dr = 10, 9 needed)
As the gear up of production has not caused any problems for his administration, President
Roosevelt orders all the major aircraft manufacturers to open their facilities to Commonwealth
orders. In effect, the US will be building certain aircraft models for the Allies. This does alarm the
Germans, and tension increases. (dr = 1, needed 6)

Return to Base
Germany tries to influence the Vichy government to hand over the battleship “Richelieu” but the
attempt fails.
The three cruisers damaged in the Med in October finally struggle into Melbourne harbour for
repairs. With the already high demands on Australian production capacity, it may not have been a
good idea to send them here, and already the Admiralty is considering sending them to South Africa.
As usual, the German commerce raiders scatter. “Kormoran” heads into Mogadishu, “Hansa” berths
in Tamatave and the “Widder” and “Orion” seek the safety of Lisbon harbour.

Production
Base
Imports Less
(Resource/Oil)
Oil
Germany 24/5
+1
-2
Italy
6/4
-1
Japan
11/4
+1
Vichy
1

PPs

Multiple BPs

Trade

28
9
16
1

.75
.75
1
.75

21
7
16
1

-2

UK
Canada
Australia
India
France
China
USA
USSR

13
2
1
2

.75
.75
.75
.75

10
2
1
2

5
39
27

.5
.5
.5

3
20
14

5/6
2
1
2
4/1
22/18
19/8

+2

-1

-1

Losses/ Total
Enemy* BPs
19
7
15
1
10
2
1
2
-/+1

+1
+2

4
21
16

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking
*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase
Germany
(19BP)

On map
On chart

SW of Berlin
Berlin
Cologne
Stettin
Hanover
Breslau
Liepzig
Dresden
Nurnberg
Munich
Vienna

Start

Kiel
Cologne
Munich

Synthetic Oil plant (1)
Flak
105mm (1)
HQ(A) Rommel (1)
FTR3 Bf 110E (1)
ARM Hermann Goering Div (1)
MECH VII (1)
MECH 1SS (1)
ARM XIL (1)
MECH XLVI (1)
AT
PzJag 1 (1)
ARM DAK (1)
MTN XLIX (1)
NAV F300C “Condor” (1)
Pilot (1)
SUB
from repair pool (1)
SUB
from scratch (1)
GARR LXXXII (1)
GARR LXXXVII (1)
Pilot (1)

Submarine production increases in German shipyards
Italy
(7BP)

On chart

Rome
Genoa

NAV2 Z.501 “Gabbiano” (1)
BB
“Andrea Doria” (1)
MECH “Libia” (1)

(1)

(13)

(5)

Start

La Spezia
Genoa

Japan
(15BP)

On map
On chart

Tokyo
Tokyo
Osaka
Nagoya
Hiroshima

Start

Fukuoka
Osaka
Tokyo

Vichy

C/wealth
(10BP)

On map
On chart

Start

CA
CA
SUB
MIL
Pilot

“Pola” from repair
“Zara” from repair (1)
from repair (1)
Milan (1)
(1)

Synthetic Oil plant (1)
BB
“Yamato”
BB
“Musashi” (1)
NAV3 G3M2 (1)
INF
MAR
ENG
MTN
MAR
INF
Pilot
CV
CV
CVP0
CP
Tanker
2xPilot

18 (1)
Imperial Guard (1)
1 Div (1)
1 (1)
SNLF (1)
23 (1)
(1)
“Zuikaku” from const
“Shoho” from const (1)
B5N1 (0)
(1)
(1)
(2)

TERR

Algeria (1)

(1)

(9)

(5)

Edinburgh
Synthetic Oil plant (1)
Repair HQ(A) Wavell (2BP)
(3)
Southampton FTR3 Beaufighter MkII (1)
London
FTR3 Whirlwind (1)
2xPilots (2)
(4)
Belfast
CVP1 Albacore (1)
CV
“Indefatigable” from scratch (1)
Leeds
CVP0 Gladiator (0)
Plymouth
CP
(1)
(3)

Australia

Start

Perth

CP

(1)

India

Start

Bombay
Calcutta

CP
CP

(1)
(1)

Canada

On chart
Start

Halifax
Halifax

ASW
ASW

(1)
from const (1)

China
(4BP)

On chart

ChungKing
Kunming
Lan Chow
Cheng-Tu

HQ(I)
CAV
GARR
FTR2

Chiang Kai-Shek (1)
2 Cav (1)
5 (1)
P-36A (1)

Start

(7)

USA
The Truman Committee turns its attention to the Navy Air
Arm and quickly decides that the Douglas TBD Devastator
torpedo bomber, although a great plane for the 1930s, is be
no match for the modern fighters that will be used in in the
looming Pacific war. Its production in halted, although many
are kept in active service. (Scrap TBD Devastator (1-3-1-*)/3)
A TBD Devastator prepares to take off with its
torpedo slung underneath – no more will be
produced following the Committee’s report

(21BP)

On map
On chart

Boston
Washington
New York

Start

New York

Washington
Boston
Charleston
Los Angeles

San Francisco

USSR
(16BP)

On map
On chart

Start

TRS shipyard (1)
BB
“North Carolina” (1)
INF
XXXIII (1)
MOT XXIII (1)
Pilot (1)
MAR V (3)
FTR2 P-35 (1)
NAV3 PBY5 “Catalina” (1)
ASW from start (1)
ASW from const (1)
FTR2 P-36A (1)
LND3 B-25B “Mitchell” (1)
BB
“Washington” from const (1)
CV
“Hornet” from const (1)
SUB
from const (1)
CVP1 F4F-4 (1)
CVP0 F4F-3 (0)
BB
“Iowa” from start
CL
“Montpelier” from start (1)
CL
“Denver” from start
CL
“Columbia” from start (1)
Pilot (1)

Dnepropetrovsk fortifications (1)
Leningrad
FTR2 I-15bis (1)
GARR 3rd Guard (1)
Odessa
INF
33 (1)
LND3 TB-3 (1)
Dneprop.
LND4 Pe-8 (1)
Moscow
MECH 4(h) (1)
LND4 TB-3 (1)
Pilot (1)
Moscow
MOT 3 (2)
Odessa
INF
25 (2)
Dneprop.
LND4 TB-3 (1)
Terr
Manchuria (1)
Pilot (1)

(1)

(4)

(16)
(1)

(8)

(7)

Losses November/December 1940
C/wealth

MIL
Sydney (6-2)
Sub-hunter
“Battle”(0-2-1-*)/7
CV (sunk)
“Formidable” (1-5-3-2)
2xBB (damaged) “Resolution”, “Nelson”
2xCA (damaged) “Belfast”, “Java” (Dutch)
2xCL (damaged) “Caradoc”, “Orion”
CVP1
“Swordfish” (1-3-1-*)/3
2xPilot
4xCP
(1 Danish, 1 Dutch)
4xTanker
(2 Danish)

(2BP)
(3BP)
(4BP)
(4BP)
(2BP)
(2BP)
(1BP)
(4BP)
(4BP)
(4BP)

HQ(A) “Wavell” took 2BP
Total Commonwealth losses = 32BP
China

FTR2

P-36A “Mohawk” (3-*-1-*)/7

(2BP)

Total Chinese losses = 2BP
Free French

Territorial

Indo-China (3-2)

(2BP)

Total Free French losses = 2BP
Total Allied losses = 36BP

Germany

CX (sunk)
“Atlantis” (1-10-0-0)8/8
CX (damaged) “Stier”
2xCA (damaged) “Graf Spee”, “Admiral Hipper”
CL (damaged) “Liepzig”
2xSUB (damaged)

(3BP)
(1BP)
(2BP)
(1BP)
(2BP)

Total German losses = 9BP
Italy

MOT
“Celere” (4-5)
Frogmen
(0-10-0-0)
CA (damaged) “Zara”
CP
Total Italian losses = 8BP

Total Axis losses = 17BP

(4BP)
(2BP)
(1BP)
(1BP)

